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Abstract—data clustering is very important method in data mining and knowledge discovery, it discovers 
latent grouping of data. It is useful tool for discovering knowledge from massive dataset. This knowledge is 
important for decision maker. Data clustering divides set of objects into finite number of subsets called 
clusters; a cluster contains similar objects in some way. This research introduces a clustering algorithm 
based on a new definition for cluster. A cluster is a connected graph with weighted nodes satisfies some 
constraints. The proposed method is able to discover clusters with varied shapes, sizes and densities. The 
experimental results show the efficiency of the proposed method that requires o(n log n); where n is size of 
input dataset. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data clustering is very important in discovering intrinsic structure of data. Data clustering aims to group large 
set of objects into finite number of sub sets such that each sub set collects similar objects together. Each sub set is 
called cluster. Clustering process is unsupervised learning, so any clustering result is depending on the definition 
of cluster. In partitioning methods like k-means [1], PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids)[2], CLARA (Clustering 
LARge Applications)[2] and CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomized Search)[3] 
cluster is a collection of objects with minimum variance from cluster center. In other words, cluster is a collection 
of objects with minimum mean square error from their cluster center. This definition prefers convex shaped 
clusters. If data contains clusters of different shapes, then this definition is not suitable and the clustering method 
will not discover the correct clusters.  It may split or merge some clusters. Another definition is that cluster is a 
connected graph where each object is connected to the closest neighbor. This definition is the base for a 
hierarchical method called single link [4], the other methods in this category are based on this definition in 
somewhat different CURE (Clustering Using REpresentatives) [5] and BIRCH (Balanced iterative reducing and 
clustering using hierarchies) [6]. The third definition is based on density notion. Where cluster is a set of density 
connected objects; dense object is known as core object which have not less than specified number of objects 
within it neighborhood of specified radius. This definition is introduced in DBSCAN (Density-based spatial 
clustering of applications with noise) [7] method which is the pioneer in density based method to discover 
clusters of varied shapes and sizes. 

Here we introduce another definition for a cluster that steamed from the previous definitions. A cluster is a 
connected graph where each node is assigned a weight; this weight is equal to the sum of distances to its most 
nearest neighbors, at most four neighbors. Similar nodes are connected together such that each node is similar to a 
specified node with threshold. This definition is a middle ground between the previous definitions. We have used 
many benchmark datasets to test the proposed method. The results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed 
algorithm in discovering clusters of different shapes, sizes and densities. 

This paper is organized as follow; section II presents some related work and the problem of clustering 
algorithms. Recent advances and improvements of algorithms is presented in section III, section IV demonstrates 
the proposed method. Section V shows the effectiveness of the proposed method and discusses the results we 
obtained from it. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.  

II. RELATED WORK 

There are large numbers of clustering algorithms have been proposed, these algorithms may be classified into 
the following categories: 1- partitioning methods, 2. Hierarchical methods, 3. Density based methods, 4. Grid 
based methods. In partitioning methods each cluster is represented by a single point called cluster center as in k-
means [1] or median as in PAM [2], CLARA [2], and CLARANS [3]. Since each cluster is represented by a 
single point these methods are suitable only for convex shaped clusters. They fail to discover intertwined clusters 
and varied shaped clusters. Also, these methods require number of clusters to be known in advance. For example, 
k-means works as follow: 
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Input: dataset and k (required number of clusters) 

Output: k cluster centers 

1- Randomly or heuristically select k initial centers 

2- Assign each object to the closest cluster (center) 

3- Compute new centers as the mean of objects in each cluster 

4- Repeat steps 2 and 3 until objects cease to change their clusters.  

The final result of k-means depends on the initial selected centers, and the correct value of k that require some 
prior knowledge about the input dataset. 

Hierarchical methods build a dendrogram; like a tree structure. These methods are classified into two 
categories; agglomerative and divisive. Agglomerative methods build the dendrogram from bottom up, and 
divisive methods build it from top down. For example single link [4] works as follow: 

Input: dataset and level of dissimilarity 

Output: set of clusters 

1- Initially, each object is a singleton cluster 

2- Merge the closest (most similar) pair of clusters 

3- Update distance (similarity) matrix 

4- Repeat steps 2 and 3 until level of dissimilarity reached or all objects are in single cluster. 

This method discovers clusters of varied shapes but have a problem with a chain of objects connecting two 
clusters that leads to merge them in single cluster, in addition to the large time complexity o(n2), where n is the 
size of the input dataset. Other methods may take a sample from data like CURE [5] algorithm, or summarize the 
data as in BIRCH [6] algorithm. 

Density based methods consider a clustering problem as separating dense regions from sparser ones; a cluster 
is a dense region isolated form other clusters by low dense regions. DBSCAN [7] method is the first method 
introduced this idea, it depends on counting the objects in fixed neighborhood distance from the current object, if 
neighborhood has objects larger than or equals to threshold then this object is dense (core) object and the cluster 
can be expanded from this objects otherwise the object is considered noise temporarily. So objects in dataset may 
be core, border or noise. Border object is not core but lies in neighborhood of core object. DBSCAN works as 
follow: 

Input: dataset, neighborhood radius (Eps), and minimum object in neighborhood (MinPts) 

Output: set of clusters 

1- All objects are unclassified, clus_id=0 

2- For i= 1 to dataset size 

3- If object(i) is unclassified then goto 4 else goto 5 

4- Expand cluster(dataset, object (i), Eps, MinPts) 

a. neighbors= regionquery (object( i), Eps) 

b. If |neighbors| ≥ MinPts then goto c else goto m 

c. Increase clus_id by 1 

d. Assign object(i) and its unclassified or noise neighbors to current clus_id 

e. While |neighbors| < > 0 

f. current_object = neighbors.first 

g. object_neighbors = regionquery(current_object, Eps) 

h. if |object_neighbors| ≥ MinPts then goto i else goto k 

i. append all unclassified object_neighbors to neighbors 

j. assign current_object and all unclassified or noise object_neighbors to current clus_id 

k. delete current_object from neighbors 

l. end while 

m. if object(i) is unclassified assign it to noise temporally 

n. end expand cluster 

5- Next i 

6- End 
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This method is efficient in discovering varied shape and size clusters. But have trouble handling varied 
density clusters. Grid based methods don’t work directly with objects; it works with object in the same grid cell as 
a single unit and is based on some statistical information to merge cells to form clusters. STING algorithm is an 
example for a method in this category. Reader may be referred to [8]. 

III. RECENT ADVANCES IN CLUSTERING METHODS 

Since clustering algorithms play very important role in data mining, and are involved in many applications 
from different branches in science like image segmentation, search engine, clustering of genes, graphical 
information system, drug activity prediction, wireless sensor network's based application and so many other. The 
most popular algorithms that receive a great attention from the researchers in this field are k-means and 
DBSCAN. So here, this section concentrates on them. Since k-means is simple and has linear time complexity lot 
of researchers proposed many ideas to improve it and solve its drawback (value of k, initial centroids, improve its 
running time). Reference [9] proposed an idea allows the algorithm to discover the actual number of clusters in 
dataset, i.e. k-means will not require k as an input, and it will detect the value of k based on some calculation. But 
the time complexity of this version is o(n2). So this version is not suitable for large datasets. Reference [1] 
introduces an idea to improve the running time of the algorithm. This idea depends on reducing the calculation 
while redistributing objects over the new cluster centers based on some information from previous iteration of the 
algorithm. Reference [10] introduces an idea to improve the quality of resulting clusters and reduce the number of 
iteration. The idea is to partition the dataset into m block and apply the k-means on each block separately, then 
apply the k-means on the resulting means from all blocks, the final result is used as the initial centers for the 
original dataset. By this method the k-means starts with fine initial k cluster centers which lead to improve the 
quality of final result. Reference [11] introduces parallel implementation of k-means presented in [1]. Reference 
[12] studies the properties of k-means on several benchmark datasets; this is evidence the popularity and 
efficiency of the k-means in wide range of applications that use it. In spite of its limitation handling overlapped 
clusters, varied shaped clusters, and when there is large variance in cluster sizes it is used in large number of 
application. 

The second efficient, popular and is used in various application is DBSCAN. It has received a lot of attention 
from researcher all over the world. DBSCAN is able to handle clusters of different sizes and shapes but have a 
trouble handling varied density clusters, so large number of researches proposes ideas to overcome this problem. 
We list some of them. Reference [13] proposes a simple idea allows Eps to be varying from cluster to another and 
controls the density of any core object within the cluster. Reference [14] introduces a two phase algorithm; firstly, 
it computes a density of each object as the average distance to the k-nearest neighbors, and applies the k-means 
algorithm to divide data into k different levels of density. In second phase, it applies a modified version of 
DBSCAN algorithm on each level of density. Reference [15] introduces new paradigm to handle varied density 
clusters. It assigns each object a local density value that is equals to the sum of distance to k1-nearest neighbor. 
Then it classifies objects into attractors and attracted objects based on counting the objects in k-nearest neighbors 
that are denser than the object. The clusters are formed from denser objects to sparser ones. This algorithm 
requires four input parameter, and this is large number. Reference [16] proposes to use mutual 𝑘-nearest 
neighborhood to define 𝑘-deviation density of point and uses threshold called density factor (instead of Eps) to 
find direct density reachable neighbors for core points to expand cluster. GMDBSCAN [17] is a grid technique 
and is based on spatial index (sp-tree). It allows Minpts to be varied from cell to another based on density of each 
grid cell. And use the same value for Eps in each grid cell and applies DBSCAN on data in each grid cell. This 
method uses many parameters that affect the resulting clusters. The Problem of GMDBSCAN is a time 
consuming to perform well on large datasets.  

GMDBSCAN-UR [18] is an adaptation for GMDBSCAN algorithm. In each grid cell, it selects number of 
well scattered points capture the shape and extent of the dataset as representative object. This method overcomes 
the problem of time consuming of GMDBSCAN. It allows one parameter of DBSCAN (Minpts or Eps) to be 
varied from cell to another, its performance is better than that of GMDBSCAN. But it doesn’t produce accurate 
results with varied density clusters. VDBSCAN [19] partitions the k-dist plot based on seeing sharp change on the 
curve. For each partition, it selects a suitable value for Eps and applies DBSCAN. It performs well when dataset 
contains clusters of different uniform density. But when gradient in density exist it produces inaccurate clusters. It 
may split dense cluster or merge sparser ones unless they are well separated. DBSCAN-DLP [20] divides the 
input dataset into different density level based on some statistical characteristic of density variation, then 
Estimates Eps value for each density level and adopts DBSCAN clustering on each density level with 
corresponding Eps. This algorithm is suitable for clusters of uniform density; the variance in density of objects in 
the same cluster should be very small and less than threshold. Reference [21] introduces a mathematical idea to 
select several values for Eps form the k-dist plot and applies the DBSCAN algorithm on the data moving from 
smallest to largest Eps with ignoring the previously clustered objects. It uses spline cubic interpolation to find 
inflection points on the curve where the curve changes its concavity. This method leads to split some clusters. 
DSets-DBSCAN [22] runs DSets clustering first, where the input parameters of DBSCAN are determined from 
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the original cluster extracted by DSets. Most previous algorithms estimate the value of Eps based on some local 
density criteria and apply the DBSCAN to discover clusters from dataset with multi-levels of density. 

IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

This section describes the details of the proposed method where cluster is a connected graph with a threshold. 
The proposed method retrieves the k-nearest neighbors for each object in data, then sums the distances to the 
most nearest neighbors; at most four neighbors, after that it starts to construct clusters starting from any object in 
data, this object will be the reference object in current cluster, the weight of the reference object is compared with 
its k-nearest neighbors weight. The objects with similar weight well be assigned to the current cluster and the 
cluster will be grown from them based on the similarity between them and the reference object of the current 
cluster. The proposed method is based on the following definitions:- 

Def. 1: Knn(k-nearest neighbors) of object p is a set of objects qj, j = 1,2,…, k such that dis(p,qj) is less than or 
equals to dis(p,qk). Mathematically, it can be written as in (1) where dis(p,q) is the Euclidean distance. 

( ) { | ( , ) ( , ), 1,2,..., }j j kknn p q dis p q dis p q j k        

Def. 2: Weight of object p is the sum of distances to its most nearest neighbors that have large effect on it as in 
(2). 

1

( ) ( , )
mostnear

i
i

w p dis p q


        

Since any object is effected by small number of objects in its neighbors so mostnear will be assigned values 3 or 
4. The object has smaller weight has larger density and the vice versa. Since the clustering process will start 
from any object in dataset, the algorithm requires low bound and high bound for weigh of objects allowed to be 
in the same cluster. The algorithm compounds these bounds in one threshold by dividing the weight of current 
object by the weight of starting object (reference object) in the current cluster and the vice versa, and the 
algorithm will use the ration that will be less than or equals to one. This can be represented by the following 
function weight ratio as in (3).  

( )

( )
( , )

( )

( )

w p

w q
WeightRatio p q

w q

w p


 



 
( ( ) w(q))

( ( ) w(q))

if w p

if w p




    

Def. 3: cluster is a set of connected objects satisfying the condition WeightRatio ≥  SimRatio. 

Def. 4: noise is a very small cluster (less than 0.006 of input dataset size). 

As the ratio in (3) closes to one the objects have high similarity in weight, as it closes to zero there will be large 
variance in weight (density) of objects within the same cluster. So the threshold should be range from 0 to 1. 
Experimentally, threshold is ranging from 0.25 to 0.75 since the objects on cluster edges (border objects) have 
large weight compared to the weight of core objects in cluster. If the reference object has the largest weight 
(lowest density) this means the object is border object and the clustering process will move toward smaller 
weight (larger density) objects within the threshold specified by the user. On the other hand, if the reference 
object has the smallest weight then the clustering process will move toward larger weight objects within the 
threshold. This threshold will be referred to as similarity ratio (SimRatio). In each step, the algorithm checks the 
k-nearest objects from the current object and assigns the unclassified object to the current cluster regardless their 
counts or the neighborhood radius of current object as in DBSCAN method. So the value of k in k-nearest 
neighbors should be small, its maximum value equals to three times mostnear. The proposed algorithm works as 
follow: 

Input: dataset, mostnear, k (for k-nearest neighbors) 

Output: set of clusters 

1- All objects are unclassified and clus_id=0. 

2- For all objects in dataset retrieves the k-nearest neighbors and computes w(p) as in (2). 

3- For i=1 to dataset size 

4-  If (p(i) is unclassified then goto 5 else goto  6 

5- Expandcluster(dataset, p(i), SimRatio) 

a. clus_id = clus_id + 1 

b. Assign p(i) to cluster clus_id  

c. For j=1 to k 
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d. If q(j) is unclassified and WeightRatio (p(i), q(j)) ≥ SimRatio then  

i. assign q(j) to cluster clus_id 

ii. Seedlist.append(q(j)) 

e. Next j 

f. While Seedlist.size < > 0 

g. Currobj = Seedlist.first() 

h. For x=1 to k 

i. If q(x) is unclassified and WeightRatio (p(i), q(x)) ≥ SimRatio then  

i. assign q(x) to cluster clus_id 

ii. Seedlist.append(q(x))  

j. Next x 

k. Seedlist.delete(Currobj) 

l. End while 

m. End Expandcluster 

6- Next i 

7- End  

The most important parameter in this algorithm is similarity ratio (SimRatio). The algorithm produces good 
quality clusters and requires time complexity of o(n log n) using index structure like R*-tree finding k-nearest 
neighbors. Next, the experimental results are presented. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We have used many challenging benchmark datasets to test the proposed algorithm. The first dataset (shown 
in Fig. 1 left-hand) contains 473 objects that are forms clusters with varied shapes, sizes and densities. It contains 
6 noise points. The algorithm produces 10 clusters as shown in Fig. 1 right-hand. The challenging part in this 
dataset is the right region that contains a low density cluster has some high density clusters and one of them has 
two density clusters. The algorithm discards the noise objects efficiently.   

      
Figure 1.  Dataset contains 473 objects on left, and the result of the proposed algorithm is on right. 

The second dataset is shown in Fig. 2 which contains 399 objects. This dataset is very challenging since it 
contains intertwined clusters that are very close to each other. The proposed algorithm produces 7 clusters where 
the upper left cluster contains two inner dense clusters as shown in Fig. 2 on right-hand. Also, the right cluster has 
inner high dense cluster with no separation between them and the algorithm discovers them successfully.  
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Figure 2.  Dataset2 contains 399 objects and the resulting clusters by the proposed algorithm. 

The third dataset contains 788 objects is shown in Fig. 3. The challenging in this dataset is the chains that 
connect between two pair of clusters, but the algorithm cuts the chains and returns the correct clusters as shown in 
Fig. 3 on right-hand where it produces 7 clusters, all the clusters are very close in density. 

     
Figure 3.  Dataset3 contains 788 objects and the results of the proposed algorithm. 

        
Figure 4.  Dataset4 contains 526 objects and the resulting clusters from it by the proposed algorithm. 

The fourth dataset has 526 objects as shown in Fig. 4. The challenging in this dataset is the uniform gradient 
of density. The outer cluster represents the lowest density and has two inner intertwined clusters, again the 
algorithm discover the clusters correctly as shown in Fig. 4 on right-hand. 
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The fifth dataset contains 315 objects as shown in Fig. 5. The challenging in this dataset is intertwined clusters 
of varied shapes especially the cluster takes figure like 2 or z character, but the proposed algorithm discovers the 
right clusters as shown in Fig. 5 on right-hand. 

        

Figure 5.  Dataset5 contains 315 objects and the results from the proposed method. 

The sixth dataset contains 582 objects form four clusters of different shapes, sizes and density. The proposed 
algorithm produces the correct clusters and discards noise objects efficiently as shown in Fig. 6. 

    
Figure 6.  Dataset6 has 582 objects, some of them are noise and the resulting clusters by the proposed algorithm. 

The seventh dataset contains 3147 objects as shown in Fig. 7. The proposed algorithm discovers the four 
correct clusters from the data. 

      
Figure 7.  Dataset7 contains 3147 objects, and the resulting clusters from the proposed algorithm. 

The eighth dataset contains 8000 objects with noise as shown in Fig. 8. The challenging here is the chain 
objects among clusters. The proposed algorithm discovers the original six clusters from data and discards the 
noise point efficiently.  
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Figure 8.  Dataset8 contains 8000 objects with noise, the algorithm discovers the right clusters. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed a new clustering algorithm which introduces new definition for cluster. A 
cluster is a connected graph where nodes in graph have similar weights compared to the weight of the reference 
node. The k-nearest neighbor adapts the distance to neighbors where it tends to be large in sparse regions and 
small in dense regions. The algorithm considers the very small clusters as noise. The experimental results are 
evidence that the proposed algorithm has the ability to discover clusters with varied shapes, sizes and densities. 
All these properties together for clusters motivate researcher to propose a lot of adaptation on DBSCAN 
algorithm to solve these problems together especially clusters with varied densities. We can say that the algorithm 
requires only two input parameters; they are k for k-nearest neighbors and SimRatio for weight of objects within 
their clusters. The other parameter which called mostnear is fixed to 3. The value of k is ranging from 4 to 7; 
finally the value of SimRatio is ranging from 0.25 to 0.75. 

We have used many challenging benchmark datasets to test the algorithm. It overcomes all challenges and 
discovers the correct clusters efficiently. 
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